Peter Brotzmann Trio at the Jazz House,
Berkeley 1 0/1 4/04
Peter Brotzmann’s trio was welcomed to the stage of the Jazz House with warm applause
from an audience eager to have their heads ripped off. The legendary leader is one of few
new music types whose reputation so clearly precedes them. With album and project
titles like Machine Gun, Fuck de Boere, Nipples, Balls, Die Like a Dog, Alarm, Dare Devil
and Dried Rat Dog, it’s pretty clear what you’re in for. In a time of passionless laptop gazing and lower case concepts, it was refreshing to see an enthusiastic turnout for something old school. I like this stuff; I am old school, and I hoped the audience wasn’t there
for the usual American fixation with celebrity alone, if that’s what Brotzmann’s widespread notoriety in new music can be considered.
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His status is well deserved. At 63, this German’s been at the forefront of European improvised music for nearly 40 years, with an intense, “take-no-prisoners” approach that’s
broadened but not diminished with the years. He’s another notable example of art student (painting) turning to music, in this case, American jazz. He’s a living link between
the two continent’s traditions of modern improvisation; one that a younger generation
would be quick to dismiss, if not for Brotzmann’s continued, vital presence (Dutch drummer Han Bennink is another).
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Self taught on clarinet, he began with the polyphony of Dixieland in 1959, before moving
on to saxophone and the music of swing and bebop. Hooking up with the late bassist
Peter Kowald in the early ‘60s, the two began exploring more contemporary jazz by
Charles Mingus, Ornette Coleman and others, while developing an interest in the works
of Stockhausen, Cage, and the Fluxus movement. Opportunities to play with forward
looking American jazzmen Don Cherry and Steve Lacy followed, and somewhere along
the line he became deeply influenced by the music of Albert Ayler, the most outside of
the American tradition.
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After working in Paris with Cherry (who toured and recorded with Ayler) Brotzmann
returned to Germany, starting a trio with Kowald in 1965, and playing a growing series of
collaborations with continental players that led to the Globe Unity Orchestra, and a highly influential, decades long association with the aforementioned Han Bennink. He
stepped out as a leader in 1967, self producing his first two recordings, and then helped
found the venerable FMP (Free Music Production) label, which has come to epitomize
the European version of free improvisation. This music was now clearly standing on its
own, apart from jazz, due in no small part to jazz (in it’s traditional existence) actually
dying around this time. Improvising itself was the core element, and Brotzmann relentlessly collaborated with everyone around regardless of the jazz content, remaining a
sparkplug in a scene coming to grips with its own identity. Soon vital contributions were
being made by people like multi-reedist Wolfgang Fuchs, eight years Brotzmann’s junior,
who came out of a music academy in Bavaria virtually untouched by the American jazz
tradition. This is now the face of an independent European music, though it must be
noted it grew from the pioneering work of people like Brotzmann and Bennink who came
through the jazz tradition.
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With no ceremony, Brotzmann took the stage at the Jazz House with his young Swiss
cohorts, placed tenor sax firmly in chops, and launched straight into a full bore flurry of
what everyone has come to expect from him: a busy, fast and loud furious 3 way free for
all. At first I was put off by just the idea of Marino Pliakas’ 5 string electric bass and
effects, and the diffused sound it produced in the room didn’t improve my opinion.
Gradually, the hypnotic effects of what is sometimes called the “ecstatic”
approach (more on this later) worked their way on me, and I came to hear
what he was doing at times as something similar to what an acoustic bass
gets rapidly bowing overtones. Drummer Michael Wertmueller, associated with the leader for nearly a decade, provided most of the rapid fire
dialog with the horn, and despite the long working relationship with both
his bandmates, seemed in sole control of the dynamics. European style
drumming is still a stretch for an old school cat like me; overt pulse, meter
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ative tension starting to deliver the euphoria this music
promises. It was pretty much flat out for a while, the drums
never regaining the sparring interplay with the tenor, as they
hurtled toward the inevitable finish line. They brought it
down when the drums decided to bring it down a bit, eventually ending the rhythmic onslaught with a series of random
crashes. Bass and sax created a little coda, as Pliakas played his
pedals like a synthesizer, Brotzmann adding long split tones
and the soaking wet drummer coloring with cymbals. I had a
vision of smoking wreckage. Brotzmann had just played for
ten and a half minutes straight, and didnot seem phased this
time. They had played about 22 minutes. The leader quietly
thanked the audience with a “you’re too kind”, but also indicated that the band was really enjoying the concert, and that it was a
good time for a short break.

and rhythm are replaced with a matrix of activity that the others set off against or contribute to. A few things make this
work positively in this trio. Brotzmann’s style (more cathartic
than ecstatic in my view) is characterized by an intensity of
volume and texture. Most of his textural effects are achieved
by over blowing, which takes a lot of air, which is also the
means of volume. Circular breathing is very difficult at these
extremes, and for whatever reason, Brotzmann doesn’t use it.
So, instead of running endlessly long lines (which the other
two were prone to), the saxist breaks his ideas up into lungfulls, the natural organic nugget of human communication.
His work divides up into cells of ideas, and the gaps invite a lot
of back and forth commentary, and
provide a macro rhythm. The louder
or more colored it is, the shorter the
phrases. Even when it’s a loud maelA Presenting Organization for Creative Music
strom, there’s a subtlety at work as
They started the second set in a
he runs variations in consecutive
quiet, mysterious mood with
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cells, and the musicians influence
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each other and the direction of the
low notes in a kind of call on his clarpiece. After nine and a half continuinet, an old metal model that may
ous minutes of sax mayhem,
have been pitched in A from the
$15 General
Brotzmann eased the horn from his
looks of its size. Low tumbling toms,
$10 Members
$10 Students
mouth with the slow, deliberate
and again Marino Pliakas’ electric
movement of someone in a little disbass approximating a bowed
Multi Sensory Music and Video
comfort, trying to catch his breath,
acoustic, softly underlined as the
and for the first time that night, I
Sat, Nov 6th, Shows @ 8PM / 10PM
clarinet took on a purer, softer tone
took into account his antiquity in a
and began to describe an introspec$10 General
young man’s field. The duo contintive line of thought. It was a great
$8 Students
ued, faux arco bass over a barely
contrast from the first set, leaving
Marco Eneidi - alto
audible press roll, that steadily
the audience with an air of anticipaDamon Smith - bass
Josh Allen - tenor
crescendo-ed over 2 minutes into a
tion, as if the violence might erupt
Timothy Orr - drums
not-particularly-tight climax that
again at any second, and they had to
brought the sax back strong as ever,
remain attentive. In this and the
with sand paper tone, doing another
subsequent number, two things
of his strong suits: elegiac Aylerstood out when they got pianissimo;
esque lyricism. As if intoning ancient
Brotzmann’s tone became purer, and
and sacred ritual, he began weaving
the musical elements became more
a trance while the bass and drum
conventional, or “old school”, if you
rumbled incessantly underneath. At
will. That trade off works fine, for
info:510-763-1146 www .jazzinflight.org
this point I noticed there hadn’t been
this first passage was hauntingly
any action on the high hat, and reallovely, and what the leader is most
ized Wertmueller was probably using
well known for are his advances on
two pedals on the bass drum. That and the floor tom comthe other end of the spectrum. As so much of his formative
bined with the wooly sound of electric bass to give Brotzmann
mature work was done in a crucible of high volume, I think his
a sonically troubled bed for his ghostly incantations. It worked
texture producing techniques (overblowing) can’t be
OK for me here, but not so at a few points later. Pliakas abanemployed at very low level. Hence flutter tonguing to create
doned the bottom end, where he was getting no traction amid
the buzz, instead of tone-splitting a la Fuchs. This passage was
the pummeling anyway, and used his pedals’ electronics to
also an opportunity to appreciate his gift for melody. There
squall some high feedback, which Brotzmann deftly used to
was a poignancy to even his simplest lines, which also has
segue into his own complementary overtones that wove
something to do with a dynamic delivery. Then, with
together nicely with the bassist. This left the drums clearly
admirable ad-lib surety, he expanded a few notes into a longer
exposed in the closest thing to a regular rhythm of the
line (again I noted the lower volume gave him more air to do
evening, a devilish compound triple meter, that also exposed
longer lines). He pitched new notes into the line that seemed
Wertmueller’s fatigue, as the pulse flagged a few times near
dementedly far from the tonality the group seemed to have
the 15 minute mark. That’s a minor point considering the comestablished, but that with repetition established an air of an
plexity of the unorthodox patterns he was furiously keeping
ancient Byzantine scale. This evocation of sub-conscious or
up. This music constantly asks its players to extend themselves
ancient folk forms is certainly redolent of Ayler, and is a
and go beyond what they already know what they can do, so
touchstone of Brotzmann’s work, as well as repetition as a funsome raggedness comes with the territory. Overall, it was
damental organizing principle. More than Brotzmann was at
quite compelling, as Brotzmann then veered in with his stacwork here, though, and the now percolating background raised
cato machine gun bag. the cumulative effects of sustained crethe level to where he could go from quasi-Klezmer to more
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The trio brought their last piece to an extended, thundering
conclusion. They reached the state where so much is going on
that players and audience all get hypnotized by the vortex.
Brotzmann unapologetically played what he’s lived and
learned, jazz or not. It would be a mistake to categorize this
music beyond the musicians that were playing it. And when it
seemed to have reached its limits, they still managed to have
enough headroom for one final crescendo into a crash of finality. The audience roared.
—Dave Slusser

Jazz In Flight

Geoffrey Keezer
David Last
Marco Eneidi
Quartet

Oakland Metro
201 Broadway @2nd
Jack London Square
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“An artist, in giving a concert, should not
demand an entrance fee but should ask the
public to pay, just before leaving, as much as
they like. From the sum he would be able to
judge what the world thinks of him - and we
would have fewer mediocre concerts.”
—Kit Coleman

Thu 1 2/2 8:00 PM $ 6-1 0 Luggage Store Gallery New
Music Series [1 007 Market St. @ 6th Street SF]
Zoë Keating - cello compositions multilayered in
real-time with looping technology.
Thu 1 2/2 9:00 PM ? Yerba Buena Center for the Arts
[700 Howard St. @3 rd SF]
Jon Brumit and Marc Horowitz present an hour of
their audience participation based "Sixty Second
Symphonies"
Sat 1 2/4 8:00 PM $ 1 8 Members, $ 20 Public, $ 1 5
Students Jewish Community Center of San Francisco
[3 200 California St. @ Presidio Ave. San Francisco,
CA 941 1 8]
Tin Hat Trio’s acoustic music blurs the lines between
composition and improvisation. Is it Jazz? Folk?
World? Classical? Don’t miss this opportunity to
experience the band that stands poised to create
original American ethnic music.
Sun 1 2/5 7:30 PM $ 1 0 gen., $ 8 BACA members
Berkeley Art Center [1 275 Walnut St Berkeley, CA
94709]
New experimental works by Beckman and Marsh
and others performed by the Cornelius Cardew Choir
Thu 1 2/9 8:00 PM $ 6-1 0 Luggage Store Gallery New
Music Series [1 007 Market St. @ 6th Street SF]
Thollem/Rivera Duo

Presidential Campaign Platforms
Dizzy Gillespie, 1 964

• End the war in Vietnam
• Send African-American Astronauts into space
• Rename the “White House” the “Blues House”
• Proposed Cabinet Appointements:
Secretary of State - Duke Ellington
Secretary of Defence - Max Roach
Director of CIA - Miles Davis

Frank Zappa, 1 992

• Abolish the Federal Government

David Crosby/Graham Nash (joint candidacy), 2004

• Free money
•Rename and overhaul the following agencies:
Social Insecurity
Medicareless

“Remember, it’s not the people who vote that change things,
it’s the people that count the votes that change things.”
— Crosby/Nash Campaign
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everyone misinterpreting what’s going on with this. Since there’s a visual disconnect
from what the fingers are doing (and Peter’s are exceptionally long and straight) and
what’s being heard, it gets tarred with the brush of fakery. In actuality, it’s those iron
chops playing the pitches. By the end of his solo, he was playing all over the horn at
once. He called his band back with a repeated two note trill, that the toms took up
while the bass sustained tones and filled in. Something was definitely clicking for
Brotzmann now, as he really dug in and produced brightly shattering supersonic flurries. There seemed to be a smile on his face, and when he looked at the audience, his
eyes actually twinkled (ecstatic, indeed). With all the warhorse’s cylinders firing, the
two young Swiss gamely tried to keep up the high speed interplay the leader’s phrasing was inviting. Whether for drama or out of inspiration, Peter resorted to the
painfully unnecessary technique of shaking his head for vibrato. Both chest and jaw
vibrato can actually be more extreme, while shaking really tears up the lips. The only
difference I’ve noted is how it sounds in the player’s own ears, which is kind of a phase
effect that only the player hears. After twelve continuous minutes of chewing on his
saxophone, he barked a concluding signal and left it to the bass and drums. Again, it
didn’t become a bass solo, and the drums dominated their dialog. Every
opening,Pliakas had to say something, he just played fast and non-specific. (He should
take a cue from his leader’s occasional use of simplicity.) In the middle of this, bass
and drums actually “traded fours” a bit, then Pliakas backed away inconclusively abetting another flashy but non-dynamic drum solo with two feet pounding on the bass
drum. At what seemed an arbitrary moment Wertmueller signaled he was done by
dropping his volume by about a third. It might have caught the others by surprise,
too, for it was a few moments before they came back in; Brotzmann with the thematic trill he had concluded his unaccompanied section with, and who knows what on
the indistinct electric bass, since the doubled up bass drum had consumed the bottom
end. It took a while to get some variation and interplay going, though the sax was
overflowing with plenty of leads. The tantric or trance elements don’t seem to come
into play until the players reach a certain level of intensity (the “zone”). Then what
was brittle and disjointed magically becomes supple, and the interchange of ideas
move freely. The Swiss duo eventually got it going, but Brotzmann seems always in
the zone. When it got there, the leader was able to lower the machine gun, and use
other weapons from his arsenal. These included phrases that mimicked vocal inflection, and stirring anthem passages, both striking me clearly as Albert Ayler’s influence
on him.
At this point I couldn’t help thinking about the schism between free jazz and
European improvised music; between the “ecstatic” school and lower case, between
the African-American tradition and the European high art concept. Ironically, neocon jazz saxophonist Branford Marsalis was in Berkeley in this same week, and I
caught him on the radio pontificating on the subject. I paraphrase: “They claim to
have this European jazz now, but it’s empty…you can’t ignore the anthropological
element…they can play the notes, but there’s nothing there” or words to that effect.
As I said at the beginning, jazz died. This country will never recover from the calamity of slavery and the damage of institutionalized discrimination. Jazz’s legacy is that
we’ll never be able to ignore or forget that. Racism, both Jim Crow and Crow Jim,
killed jazz because it couldn’t support the cultural demands made upon it. We’re left
with arrogant, narrow-minded ideologues fighting over a corpse that ceased to be relevant thirty years ago. After Louis Armstrong, as jazz continued it’s sophistication,
the practitioners and innovators increasingly came from the black bourgeoisie (which
admittedly was still an underclass). Sitting in front of Peter Brotzmann’s emotional
catharsis, I wondered how anyone could question the right to his chosen means of
expression. What ensued in his country from his birth in 1941 was unspeakably hellish, and I could only imagine the imprint upon his generation. Ayler, only five years
his senior, though from the stridently racist city of Cleveland, was well nurtured by
his parents. They gave him his first sax at 7, paid for lessons, and took him often to
see jazz greats at the Palace Theater. He was even a star on his high school’s golf
team. I was having trouble reconciling Marsalis’ anthropological comments as this
committed man in front of me was spilling his guts. It’s easy to see why so many
American musicians claim kinship with European improvised music and avoid jazz
altogether.

continued on page 7
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extreme clarinet texture. They gradually began to sound
like an electronic or computer music group. At this point
drummer Michael Wertmueller, who had been doing light
coloring, started his tattoo and took control of the dynamics again. No surprise; it was a 3 minute crescendo. I
noticed the idle high hat, and listened for the pattern he
was playing with what I took to be two pedals on the bass
drum, and the rest of the kit. I admire his ambition to play
3 independent patterns, but from my American perspective, I got very distracted when some element would falter,
every ten seconds or so. There’s risk in this music when you
commit to something you can’t quite pull off. Marino
Pliakas wisely stayed out of his lower register and played
some scratchy electronic counterpoint to the wailing clarinet before becoming completely obliterated, amplifier
notwithstanding. The drums eventually petered out without making much of a point, and Brotzmann made it into a
dynamic moment by returning to soft chalumeau and the
odd scale he had intoned earlier. This was a very nice piece,
despite the lack of interplay and sensitively the drummer
had displayed in the first set. I wondered if he was played
out.
Apparently he wasn’t, as the trio embarked on their third
and final piece, a 31 minute romp where the leader really
hit his stride. Brotzmann started by displaying his power
and dexterity on the bass clarinet, dominating a fast, three
way conversation, where the bass was now plucking more
conventionally in the lower register. This tapered off nicely to leave the bass clarinet ruminating alone. Again I
noted at low volume, the leader’s unadorned tone and
starkly conventional approach - simply stated half notes
running F, G, Ab, C, repeated with variations. He could
have played anything, but he displayed the maturity to be
sincere with the elemental. This, of course, taps us into the
sub-conscious well of folk forms; something free jazz
embraced. In that embrace is the paradoxical dissolution of
any particular jazz identity on either side of the ocean.
Dependably, Brotzman started smoldering, thickening up
the tone and volume as toms and bass began accompanying. The trio brought it up to a high energy standoff that
produced more heat than light.
I was drawn to
Brotzmann’s chops (embouchure). Now at high volume, he
had to drop his jaw and puff his cheeks whenever he went
down to the bass clarinet’s low register, which wasn’t necessary at low volume; a kind of pneumatic levy to keep
from overblowing. This was confirming my view of how he
uses air power in texture and volume. He’s a compact man
with a barrel chest and forward thrusting jaw, the recommended physique for saxophone. His whiskers barely mask
the ring of vice-like muscles around his mouth; jowls as a
badge of musical fortitude. After ten minutes, the leader
tried to bring it down, his bass clarinet merely disappearing
under the similarly timbred bass guitar. Bass and drums
continued for another two minutes, with the drums eventually dominating. It would have been nicer if one or the
other had soloed. Wertmueller brought it to an abrupt
stop, with Brotzmann standing at hand with the tenor sax
again. The leader leapt in with gusto for some solo
squalling, neatly laying out phrases that extended his ideas
a phrase at a time. He went on unaccompanied for nearly
seven minutes, where he displayed quite a bit of vocabu-

continued on page 6

lary. For some reason, the tenor is the hardest of the saxes to focus
the tone. At one point in this section, he achieved a barking clarity, and his demeanor changed a little, as if he had finally gotten the
horn to warm up properly. He seemed more at ease, and started
making more eye contact with the audience. One technique he
employed here was the tricky thing I call horn yodeling. It’s like
trapping the column of air inside the horn right between registers,
where it glottal-y juggles between fundamental and various overtones. This is done with very minute control of the air supply with
lip, chest and head muscles. Fingering loses its specific pitch effect,
and is necessary only to keep a constantly varying length to the
column of air inside the horn - I liken it to a kind of rotisserie that
drives the yodel. A lot of players who use this technique,
Brotzmann included, merely run their fingers in repetitive waves
down the keys, since that’s sufficient to turn things over to the
head and chest. I think the “ecstatic” school gets a bad rap from

del sol string quartet
Keeril,
makan*
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lena frank

John, &
adams

Lou
harrison

Friday
November 19
2004 8pm

John Bartlit, percussion
* Quintet for percussion and strings z A world premiËre funded by the Wallace Alexander Gerbode
Foundation, the William and Flora Hewlett Foundation, and the Zellerbach Family Fund.

Yerba Buena Center for the Arts Forum

701 Mission Street @ 3rd Street, San Francisco
$21 general/$14 seniors/$7 students z For tickets call (415) 978-2787 or www.ybca.org
more information: (415) 831-5672 z www.delsolquartet.com
Saturday, November 20, 2004 - 8pm
TATEUCHI HALL - Community School of Music and Arts at Finn Center
230 San Antonio Circle, Mountain View
Tickets: $21/$14 seniors/$7 students
(This new building received the 2004 American Institute of Architects SF chapter Design Award.)
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Sat 1 1 /1 3 8:00 PM $ 22 Member, $ 24 Public, $ 1 6 Students Jewish Community
Center of San Francisco [3 200 California St. @ Presidio Ave. San Francisco, CA
941 1 8]
Hamza El Din, the father of modern Nubian Music, and Joan Jeanrenaud,
incomparable founding cellist of the Kronos Quartet, join forces to fuse the
classical and traditional, the formal and the experimental.

Thu 1 1 /4 8:00 PM $ 6-1 0 Luggage Store Gallery New Music Series [1 007
Market St. @ 6th Street SF]
3rd Annual San Francisco Found Objects Festival, night 1

Sun 1 1 /28 8:00 PM free Javacat Coffee [5549 Geary Blvd San Francisco, CA
941 21 ]
Live electronic music & visual

Sat 1 1 /27 1 2:00 AM Hemlock Tavern [1 1 3 1 Polk Street Between Post and Sutter
SF]
solo sets by Tom and Christina Carter of Charalambides. Flailing avant rock by
7 Year Rabbit Cycle (ex-Deerhoof etc).

Fri 1 1 /26 1 2:00 AM Eli’s Mile High Club [3 629 MLK Way Oakland, CA]
Charalambides/Yellow Swans/plus special surprise guests. One of a few bay
area performances by the not-often-seen Charalambides.

Tue 1 1 /23 8:00 PM $ 6-1 0 ACME @ CNMAT [1 750 Arch Street Berkeley]
French bassist Joëlle Léandre and Houston trombonist David Dove join local
musicians Matt Ingalls, Tim Perkis, Gino Robair, and Toyoji Tomita in various
groupings.

Sun 1 1 /21 8:00 PM free Javacat Coffee [5549 Geary Blvd San Francisco, CA
941 21 ]
Live electronic music & visual

Sun 1 1 /21 7:3 0 PM $ 8 & $ 1 0 SIMM Series/Outsound Research [Musicians Union
Hall 1 1 6 9th St @ Mission SF]
Eric Glick Rieman Group & Left Coast Group

Thu 1 1 /1 8 8:00 PM $ 6-1 0 Luggage Store Gallery New Music Series [1 007
Market St. @ 6th Street SF]
Scott Hill Group & Mire: Elise Baldwin [laptop] William Fowler Collins [electric guitar, laptop] Joel Pickard [pedal steel guitar, electronics]

Wed 1 1 /1 7 8:00 PM $ 6-1 0 sliding scale 21 Grand [449B 23 rd St. Near 1 9th Street
BART Oakland]
Aurora Josephson, performs written music for solo voice: Cage, Feldman,
Leonard, Dentel, Grim & Robair and Contra/Contra/Contra: with Jacob Lindsay,
Damon Smith, David Rothbaum, Scott Rosenberg, Aurora Josephson and more
TBA

Mon 1 1 /1 5 8:00 PM Yoshi’s [51 0 Embarcadero West Oakland]
Billy Bang - violin; Ishmael Reed - spoken word; Muziki Roberson - piano;
Darell Green - drums; Todd Nicholson - bass

Sun 1 1 /1 4 8:00 PM free Javacat Coffee [5549 Geary Blvd San Francisco, CA
941 21 ]
Live electronic music & visuals

PLEASE GO TO WWW.TRANSBAYCALENDAR.ORG FOR DETAILS ABOUT
THESE EVENTS, PLUS UPDATES AND SUBMISSION GUIDELINES

Sun 1 1 /7 8:00 PM $ 6-1 0 21 Grand [449B 23 rd St. Near 1 9th Street BART
Oakland]
Outsound Presents...FATHER, SON, HOLY GHOST POE - LOVECRAFT PHIL K DICK
Featuring: The Screaming Poe Orchestra, Tri-Cornered Tent Show, PKD Vortex

Sat 1 1 /6 9:00 PM $ 9-20 sliding scale 21 Grand [449B 23 rd St. Near 1 9th
Street BART Oakland]
PornOrchestra Benefit for 21 Grand: Uncle, I Will Kill You Fucker,
Pornorchestral Gospel Choir, PornOrchestra

Sat 1 1 /6 8:00 PM $ 1 0 General/ $ 8 Members, seniors Oakland Metro [201
Broadway Near Jack London Square Oakland]
JAZZ IN FLIGHT PRESENTS: The final American concert of Marco Eneidi
and his Quartet. Featuring Marco Eneidi - alto, Damon Smith - bass,
Josh Allen - tenor, Timothy Orr - drums. RIPPIN’!!!

Sat 1 1 /6 8:00 PM Bobs [475 43 rd Street at Barrett Richmond]
Out of the Blue Chamber Ensemble : Bob Marsh, cello; George Cremaschi,
bass; Kyle Bruckmann, oboe and English horn; Matt Ingalls, clarinets; With
special guests: Jack Wright, saxophones (Easton, PA); Fritz Welch, percussion, (Brooklyn, NY)

Sat 1 1 /6 8:00 PM $ 1 0/$ 1 5 Hellman Hall [San Francisco Conservatory of Music
1 201 Ortega St., SF]
San Francisco Conservatory of Music’s BluePrint Festival, Nicole Paiement,
Artistic Director. Contemporary chamber music with special guest guitarist
David Tannenbaum.

Sat 1 1 /6 8:00 PM free Javacat Coffee [5549 Geary Blvd San Francisco]
Live music in a cafe environment. Often film and video to enjoy as well.

Sat 1 1 /6 8:00 PM $ 7 Epic Arts [1 923 Ashby Ave at MLK Berkeley]
Transmission Trio with Gojogo

Sat 1 1 /6 8:00 PM Free Jewish Community Center of San Francisco [3 200
California St. @ Presidio Ave. San Francisco, CA 941 1 8]
The Community Music Center Orchestra (CMCO) brings its free concert season
to the Friend Center featuring an eclectic repertoire of classical, contemporary
and original works, as well as collaborations with local artists.

Fri 1 1 /5 8:3 0 PM $ 6-1 0 964 Natoma [964 Natoma Between Mission and
Howard SF]
3rd Annual San Francisco Found Objects Festival, night 2. Bring an object
from home for the musicians to play.

Fri 1 1 /5 8:00 PM $ 1 5 General / $ 1 0 Members, students, seniors Oakland
Metro [201 Broadway Near Jack London Square Oakland]
JAZZ IN FLIGHT PRESENTS: Geoffrey Keezer and David Last. A startling
concert of video work, music and electonics, a combination of computer
generated and hand-drawn images, animation, and camera footage.

Fri 1 1 /5 8:00 PM Epic Arts [1 923 Ashby Ave at MLK Berkeley ]
Kris Tiner - Noah Phillips duo; Jack Wright - Phillip Greenlief duo; John
Shiurba’s 5X5

Sat 1 1 /1 3 8:00 PM $ 6-1 0 The Musicians Union Hall [The Musicians Union Hall
1 1 6 9th Street (at Mission) San Francisco]
The Dana Reason (piano) duo, trio, & 4tet • w/Dominic Duval bass, Peter
Valsamis drums, & Jim Ryan sax • (Dana Reason and Dominic Duval appear
courtesy of Drimala Records).

Fri 1 1 /1 2 8:00 PM $ 6-1 0 1 51 0 8th St Performance Space [1 51 0 8th Street
Oakland]
The Dana Reason (piano) duo, trio • w/Dominic Duval bass, Peter Valsamis drums
• (Dana Reason and Dominic Duval appear courtesy of Drimala Records ).

Thu 1 1 /4 8:00 PM $ 6 Zebulon’s Lounge [21 Fourth Street Petaluma]
FORWARD ENERGY & Subjects of Desire with Jim Ryan sax/word, Lisa B.
words/voice, Lisa Mezzacappa doublebass, Scott R. Looney piano, & Andrew
Wilshusend percussion

Fri 1 1 /5 8:00 PM $ 5-$ 1 0 21 Grand [449B 23rd St. Near 1 9th Street BART
Oakland]
Good for Cows; The Supplicants; The Odd Bodkins

Fri 1 1 /1 2 8:00 PM $ 1 0 general/ $ 5 students CNMAT [1 750 Arch Street Berkeley]
"New Works for Piano" with Marilyn Nonken

Thu 1 1 /1 1 8:00 PM 21 Grand [449B 23 rd St. Near 1 9th Street BART Oakland]
A tribute to the Haymarket Martyrs And benefit for the Kate Sharpley Library
Featuring the incomparable Anarchist Historian Barry Pateman And music by
the Devin Hoff Platform

Thu 1 1 /1 1 8:00 PM $ 6-1 0 Zebulon’s Lounge [21 Fourth Street Petaluma]
The Dana Reason (piano) duo, trio, & 4tet • w/Dominic Duval bass, Peter
Valsamis drums, & Jim Ryan saxophone

Thu 1 1 /1 1 8:00 PM $ 6-1 0 Luggage Store Gallery New Music Series [1 007 Market
St. @ 6th Street SF]
Thomas Dimuzio solo electronics & Thomas Dimuzio/Dan Burke - Illusion Of
Safety

Mon 1 1 /8 7:3 0 PM FREE Mills College Ensemble Room [5000 MacArthur Blvd.
Oakland, CA 9461 3 ]
The musical connections between jazz great Dave Brubeck and French master
Darius Milhaud are featured in this lecture/recital by pianist John Salmon entitled "What Brubeck Got From Milhaud."

Thu 1 1 /4 6:00 PM FREE Berkeley Art Museum [2626 Bancroft Way Berkeley
(between Bowditch and College)]
Loren Chasse: Soundscapes.Sound artist Loren Chasse will create a unique,
site-generated soundscape to complement paintings in MATRIX exhibition.

Wed 1 1 /3 9:30 PM $ 6 Make Out Room [3225 22nd St SF]
Transmission Trio with Box Car Saints

Wed 1 1 /3 8:00 PM 964 Natoma [964 Natoma Between Mission and
Howard SF]
From Norway: Maja Ratkje & Arve Henriksen - An evening of experimental
improvised music

Wed 1 1 /3 8:00 PM $ 6-1 0 21 Grand [449B 23 rd St. Near 1 9th Street BART
Oakland]
Devil Lovers (Scott Rosenberg/John Shiurba/George Cremaschi)with guest
percussionist Fritz Welch from Brooklyn.
Opening is The Bran...Pos.

Tue 1 1 /2 8:00 PM $ 6-1 0 sliding scale 1 51 0 8th St Performance Space [1 51 0
8th Street Oakland]
Gust Burns / Phillip Greenlief Duo plus Scott R. Looney / Noah Phillips Duo
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